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Overview

sAetai e statement'of ideas expressed during and after the consultation
s,been 'PreParedAor the information of Unesco experts and others invited
Nompent'an&sdvise"on,computer-related projects. The document as assembled

-'notes accumulated before, during, and after the three-day session in
s not SUitable for general distribution; nor should it be relied upon

, reference for specific decisions about individual projects. Notes
'ail;4! been included to indicate where and how it could be revised and elaborated

,A; en wider dissemination or new decisions are being considered.

The'Other two documents coming out of the consultation are more suitable for
diitribution and deciSion making. "General guidelines for instructional use
,o4;Coiputers" includes comment on management, operations,'costs;.materials
deVelopment, evaluation, introduction into schools, and transfer of findings
fromone project to another. In response. to the program proposed by Spain,
Unesco staff and a consultant piepared,"Proposals for lurtherinvestigation
in Spain for a possible teacher training project." The more detailed state-
ment which' follows should provide.background'and supporting arguments of
interest'to the informed user and critic of the other two documents. In fact,
it should, not be- used without the other two documents since the recommendations
which appear there have not always been reproduced'in' the backgrodnd notes
which-follow.

Before reading a summary of answerSto the 14 questions put by the Unesco
Secretariat, the reader may wish to review some of the remarks made by the'
experts about compdters, educational technology, and developing'countries.
These ideas have been assembled in an outline format (pages 3-4) which is
'easy to skim but tacking in detail.

The domain of computer use under consideration is described in Attachment
III. Use of the label "CAI" has been avoided except where the meaning (in
the limited sense of computerized tutorial or the broad sense of any computer
use) is'clear. Failure to describe the.reference of the acronym is confusing
to those who are-not familiar with the specific applications and systems for
which reference is implied, especially when costs, student attitude, and
teacher role are being discussed.

.

Beginning on,page 5 the points of view expressed in discussion which have a.
bearing on-the questions put to the partiCipants by,Uneico are listed in the
approximate order in,which,the questions were' considered during the consulta
tion; original question numbers are given in.paienthesesafter each queStiOn
heading. Comments made4frOther contexts were moved to:the question-sets
with which they seemed to be most closely associated.

The group perceived its purpose,to,be to provide some basiii for,Unesco
response to inquiries. rom Member States,:and for,decisionsabout one or'
nme,projectsilowbeing'foriulated. This report of the consultation includes
judgments abOut the present state of ,the technology,someOrojectien of-
capabilities and'ileedi;-suggeSted' planning assistance for the project in
Stiain Under'consideration, and a nit, of resourcesfor fdturetonsultation
both_generaland'specific, informationSources, technical. el:perts,
etc.' ,
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. Characteristics of.the-situation

1.- Characteristics ofa computer with implications for its role In instruction

a

a.' Speed of execution of very simple operations such as compute, compare,
move, and'transfer.

b. Automatic access to information coded as numbers, text, structures,1
and procedures.

.

c. Rather constrained communication with users since information must
getin and hut:of computers, through relatively limiting:- devices.

d. Hence, computers help with xepetitioui tasks having slight variations.

e. Information and procedures must be well structured; and data .are coded
on entry, often at a keyboard for economy, and output is usually
limited to text or simple graphs.

In general: computers (and information processing systems) provide a physical
counterpart for the concept of "procedure" which each year gains increasing
importance in education, vocations, and daily life.

Hence, suitably programed computers provide a vehicle for-selftest of pro-
cedures as the.learfiericonceives them, and a self-check. on his.understanding:.

.More than that, information processing and display systems provide a means
for pursuing creative work ordinarily considered beyond the realm of 'pro-,
cedure, algorithm, and deduction.

This list of characteristics might be expanded and elaborated by Zinn with
the benefit ofa critical-reading by Donio.and Brown.

2. 'Characteristics of educational technology, with implications for developing
countries

a. Kinds of educational technology show great variability'with respect
to cost, reliability, requirements for'ekpert maintenance, portability,
local\production of materials, and-other factors.

. Models for development .of learning materials are more-important than
the materials themselves

Requiretents for (and difficilties of) local participation-need
discussion.

,

This list of characteristics might, be expanded. and elaborated Stolurbw
with the,behefit of .a criticalreading by-Leith apd Silberman.,

'3.- Characteristics of developing countries with implications -for- educational
'technology, ,

.

.
,

.
.

Tiers MondeCountries can be extremelTdifferent on very general- factors:



(1), EconomicallTadvanced or deprived.,

(2) TechnOlogically strong or not.

(3) Perhaps lacking in specific technology;
devices for computers.

(4) Increasing, leveling,, or deCteasing

,.(5) Level of training of teachers.

b. Avery large propottion'of a Tier0 Monde country's very small budget
goes intO''eduCation, but with relativelyilittle effect on quite::
sizeable problems.

(1) liotice that in the USA, although a small proportion is spent. on
formal education, very large amounts are spent by indiVidUals
and families on edUcation-related supplies and activities: toys,
sports, hobbiesi entertainment, etc.

The technological gap between developing and developed countries is
increasing every day.

(1) Computers and information sciences are contributing to thii gap,
perhaps one- hundred fold.'

d., Absolute numbers of illiterates are increasing in many countries-
because of population growth.- The nUmber,of untrained teachers in-
creases in a corresponding way in spite of teacher training programs.

e. The authority role for a teacher typical in many countries by
tradition.

f. Many teachers have little general education, no training in teaching,
and little knowledge of the subject being taught.

g. EdUcational problems are so severe in some nations, and incrieesingat
such a rate, that some, action must be taken, and some effort made to

1 apply technology'atovtimum,points in the system..

(1) Itis important to.try for a multiplier effect, working with
teachers and the., trainers of.teichers, materials deielOpMent,

_ inforeation systems, and self-spreading programs.

(2) Educational programs might makeradical changeshYpassing the
evolution'pf new techniques and practices apparent-in developed'
nations:

. .

This list of characteristics might ibe corrected and elaborateliby experts
within Unesco.
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C. Positions and points of view, on questions put by Vnesao Secretariat

The questions,drafted'by Unesco staff in advance of the consultation (see
Attachment V) proVide the framework fOr summary of discussion and points of

The wording.of the questions-has'been.reduced to topical phrases,
and the arrangement has been altered to represent the sequence followed
in discussion (original question numbers are given in parentheses). Addi-
tional material was added by the'rapOorteur and individual participants
after the consultation; sugg,..:ations are included for yet further elaboration.

1. EXPLOIT UNUSED COMPUTER CAPACITY; PLAN FOR SHARED USES (01)

a. Present machines and mode of access are not suitable.-

.The number and nature of the computers in Tiers Monde countries are
not sufficient for operating a major education Program, although per-
haps they are sufficient for some pilot programs.

Many of the present machines cannot have time-sharing added except at
considerable expense and without assurance of reliable operation..
Machines and uses would have to be carefully matched,

After the pilot phase is completed, the educational system cannot be
expected to-continue on its own funds and, available technicians.

b. Schools' use of spare time on commercial installations in USA and UK
has on the whole been unsuccessful.

Certain mixtures (of foreground and background) are ideal in theory
buthave not worked out, at least with the older hardware (e.g., I/O
and CAI at Penn State; data analysis and CAI on IBM 1500; administra-
tive processing and CA1 on RCA 70).

. ,

Spare time use begged from a bank or other commercial institUtion'has
led to student-teacher frustration when the schOWS work has to be
-set aside at the end of the month and cut-back overall as the bank's
Utilization increases.

c. The cost of adding equipment to existing systems for tutorial computer
use may be prohibitive; some computational and problem solving may be
practicable.

Tutorial uses generally, require;

terminal devices (inCluding audio-visual capability) and terminal
controllers;

mass storage and channel capacity;

' computer clock,,interrUpt control, storage protection, and other
special hardware;

features for time-sharing and educational uses.



d. Difficulties and advantages-Of spare time "use.

As implied,above, simultaneoususe by schools and businesses is not
'readily implemented-: on existing'sYstemsome systems have been
engineeted and 'installed just for multiple users pursuing different
purposes

'Priorities of, the primary user (owner) cause problems. When time is
donated, educational useEoshould be selected for their relation to
the work of the priMary.(and nriority) user,

Student "jobs" can be.prepared on peripheral equipment and run on the
computer 'in low use hours, e.g., at night. ,Curriculum materials and
aids can be generated at night for off-line use as ordinary printed
copy.

On-line tutorial uses, can be serviced through a commercial installation
if the owner is willing to give priority to the school ot.convenient
times, for example, if he will turn over the entire system for use by
the school between 12: noon and 3:00 p.m. each day.

e. Transmission.

(1) Phones within a citY. must be extremely reliable to-support remote
computer terminals WitheUtfruitrating users by 'iindom errors ancU''
disconnections Minimum standards are not met in many "developed"
Countries.

_

Tests can be run to determine the error rate and other:problems
which might arise,

It is possible to lay special lines over short distances dedicated
.tO the distributed instructional systeM.

In some casesradio, video cable or microwave facilities may
be available for shared use.

O

(2) Cost of inter -city: 3hones is prohibitiVe except for carefully
engineered systems withconSiderable.procesising capability and
data.storage at the site of the User terminal.-.

Special rates may be given for a time, or service provided free
by ,the phone company, but then whit?

Eventually satellites should bring costs way down; MiCrewave is
a possibilityfOr some areas sooner.

Special- purpose, stand -alone systems, perhaps

"Minicomputers" were introduced by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)
a few years ago and have revolutionized the market,and altered com-'
Munication considerations. These machines can be purchasedfor $;000
to $15,000 and will do a considerable amount of useful processing in
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support of a single tyPewriter or graphic terminal. For about$50,000, 16 or more simultaneouS users can be supported (if none
have large' storage demands).

Prices continue to drop; small but general-purpose computer processors\at $2,000 are soon to be announced. Computer storage, also is becomingless expensive; bulk storage-Of information is a requirement of manyinstructional uses, especially tutorials which depend on large amountsof text. Simple' cassette recorders will provide tape storage at verylow cost which can be conveniently transported by the user.

Some of the:minicomputers can be carried easily in the back of a car,
subjected to bumps, heat, and humidity during mobile use,and exhibit
amazing durability.

Sound design of an educational system using minicomputers probably
would provide for back-up with .a large computer and central Tile.
Minicomputers would "call in" when additional processing power ornew files were needed. New information can also be provided by mail-
ing minicassettes to the computer sites:

An outllne of devices and media for student access to computers was draftedby'Zinn as a guide to resources for computer education and is included asAttachment I. Zinn or another consultant should assemble current costfigures[ and other details on these various means of access for use by Unesco.

2. COST OF USE AT PRESENT AND IN THE NEAR FUTURE (#2)

( The cost depends so much on the mode of use and the manner of analysis that'-lt-can only be misleading to quote general figures or even specific oneswith only partial descriptions. ,Nevertheless, some information is givenhere on, the assumption that an expert will be consulted before this infor-mation is put to use in any specific situation.

a. Per student hour of "instruction" (on-line contact)

Future
"Guestimate" Present Range (About 5 Years)

hardware and system
software (purchase and
maintenance; lease or
rental) $2. ($.25-430) $.20

operating staff:
technical.and educa7
tionalt,(in connection
with'terminal use) $2. ($1.50-$40) $4

curriculum development'
per instruction *Air $1,000. 020410,000) $200

whenammortized over
small numbers, e.g.,
100 users before:re-

'*irision or replicemeMt
of the material'

.

,$2



"Guestimate"

when large numbers,
e.g., 1,000:users
today7end710,000-it
the:future

Future
Present Raw (hbont 5'Years)

$1 $.-Q2

b. Means-for reduction of cost:

Increase number of simultaneous users on system.

Provide background use which maximizes work.accoiplished by system
without interfering with on -line student use in the foreground.

Reduce storage, and procesSing requirements of exercises by storing
on microfiche andseletting:With compUter or Special-purpose device.'

Distributercutriculum development costs over more Students by

Planning and management;

economic inducementS to authotS and institutions to "selr
to others;

means to facilitate.transfer to another: user site, e.g., machine
,independence or documentation.

, .

, . .

Arrange for use by 2 to 6 students at one terminalytinteract.ing
teneficially while together using about the same amount of computers'
'resources that one might' use alone.

r-

Encourage some of the on-line'users to move off-line if their needs
can be served as well ithat mode. Much of simulation, problem
solving and text' processing activities can be done in off-line mode;
much of tutorial and drill material can be presented in AV or printed
formats.

c. Per "student- hour -of- learning" is a better measure of cost. That is
to say, analysis. of costs should'reCognize learning objectives
achieved per unit of cost..

Although most:disCiplineareas lackAlnaMbigUous units, the essence of
the matter is learning accomplished.

2,iasuretlf. achieiiement,Permits ,comparison of economics of off-liner
and on -line uses.

"Side effects" such as attitude towards discipline:'educStion, and
technology shape acost. analysis: The computermay:make quite signi-
ficant Contributions well worth the additional costs if the.attitude
of students is significantly improved.

,



e. Minimum cost necessary to get started. 'Figures could be obtained'
for a number of-A.ow-coSt projects in the USA and presentedwith com-

, plete deScriptions of budget and activities. One borieWS time on
another, computer and never gives many Students experience with the
computer; another leaves most of the progrOMing up to the students
anti teachers but prOVides cOnvenientacceSgAfr the machine'fOr ample
PeriOds of time.

In considering the costs of introducing educational technology, some
attentiOnshOild be ,paid to the'Velue:pf. learner..time: the cost of
sChOoling, the delay of his productiVe.contributiOntO the country,
and the: perSOnal-ineonvenience:experienced,by the individual.

An expert shoulcrbe asked to foretast the decreasing costs of com -
puter resources in the context of educational use requirements.
Rand Corporation in Santa Monica, California, has a Study in progress
Which may include' such a-lorecast)-rn any case, ROger:Leyien,' of
System Sciences at Rand, should be'consulted before action is taken
to initiate-a new study

3. THE FIRST APPLICATION: -LEVELS 4ND'COURSES (#5)

Among the many ways to 4pproach this question:

High need in the country for training:

Technicians

Teachers

Professionals

b. High-cost training, e.g., special technical jobs requiring one-to-one
tutorial:

:ReduCe costthrough..computertutors or other automated devices.

Perhaps more important, extend trainee's.. access to information.and
his opportunity to practice while learning.

. .

Characteristics of:sAlect areas thai'might be taught by toiputeil

Low rate of change, such as in language:instruction.:

Measurement of performance is possible and confirmation of good
,PerformanCe facilitates learning, as in language pronunciation or
,experimentation with physical systeMe.

Information' proceising fScilliatei understanding as in

math without arithmetic, or

physics without calculus.
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d. Special populations; aided by computer contributions:

Young children who have aot yet acquired many learning skills.

Illiterate adults requiring aids to school learning.

Those deficient, in some sensory modality or psychomotor skill.

Professional training, in which informaeion processing (for decision
making,,etc.), is very important..

tearnerS lacking inmotivation for training, at least-in the context
of present ClassrooractiCeS,

e. ReleVance of. computerd to the course of instruction.

Administrative uses...

Training computer users, technicians, and otiler_luformation processing:
specialists.

Training other technicians on (peetaps special-purpose) systems.

- EdUcating teachers in infomacion sciences (computers).

f., Indirect use in development of new learning materials which need not
be delivered directly by computer.

.A laboratory for development, providing data onperformance and a
means for rapid revision before further testing.

A tool for checking the suitability of text, for example, through
indices of readability, comparison with lists of technical terms, etc.

Indirect facilitation of the introduction of new technology into
education.

Direct instruction of new teachers regarding computer uses and con-
tributions to, education and society.

General education in the commuhity forparents, employers, and
"elders."

In summary, the ,rate at which cmputer uses are being introdUCed into.the"
-classrooms of AevelOped countries is not now known, and,adontion rates vary.
for different kindeof uses. Oue casual forecast follows.. Training in com

.,.puter use for a few is likely to come, early; education, abOut.computers-in,
',society will follow soon for many; specific,uses in mathematics and sciences
,"(and later the'humanities) are inevitable but -may be slow in colsing.: CAI on
0,wide,scale achieved.last'beceusei .

a. Computer tutorial is the most expensive per student or course; and
:other ways exist toachieve the objectives sought by CAI., Thit ie;
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Remedial math for 18-20 year olds entering college developed at the
University of Texas using Coursewriter TI and a "general notation"
for authors.

Second language instruction in German for 18 years plus developed
at IBM Watson Research Center and SUNY at Stony Brook using an ex-
perimental Coursewriter rald later Coursewriter II. Stylized exercise
forms make this course and other course material developed at Watson
Research Center by this technique easy to transfer to other systems.

Second language instruction in Russian for 18 years plus developed at
Stanford University using TSA and assembly language for the PDP-1
(more recently a PDP-10).

Second language instruction in Russian for 18 years plus developed
at the Department of Defense Language Training Center at Monterey
using stylized forms (assembled in Coursewriter II).

Diagnostic tests and guidance in physics for 18-20 year olds entering
college developed at Florida State University using Coursewriter II.

Refresher course in the "new math" for teachers developed by the
Pennsylvania State University using Coursewriter II.

When it becomes important to know about nearly all work done (the list
above is only a sample), two or more of the information sources in
Attachment II should be contacted. For interpretation of effectiveness
studies, a consultant who is well informed about instructional uses and
evaluation should be recruited (See Attachment IV).

b. Effectiveness and cost relative to alternatives.

In general, computer use is more costly than alternatives although
for some modes of use and some topics of study, there exists no
reasonable alternative to student use of a computer.

A number of the evaluative and comparative studies report a saving
in student time. Because researchers persist in global comparisons
of "traditional" with "experimental" (finding "no significant dif-
ferences"), decisions to change continue to be made without the
benefit of experimental findings. Comparisons can be made which
are useful in the decision process; the researcher who wishes to
make a contribution must adopt an engineering or developmental
orientation.

A few studies report greater achievement, especially for the "dis-
advantaged" student, that is, those who do not study effectively by
themselves, or do not respond to the teacher in the classroom situation.

Usually the comparisons between computer mo' and non-computer alter-
natives (text, film, lecture, etc.) have not allowed the alternative
the same careful analysis of objectives and means, or some other
motivating component such as three-person games. That is to say, the
contribution of the computer component in particular has not been
singled out yet.
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The philosophical framework of some computer uses (e.g., for creative
activity on the part of students and teachers) does not allow for
objective evaluation, at least within that framework. Assessment can
be done by "judgement of experts" or by construction and application
of objective measures of outcomes by an outside observer.

c. Implications for developing countries..

Few, if any, of the existing learning materials can be adapted for
use in developing countries.

Introduction of technology and a well-engineered curriculum appears
to be an effective way to bring about change now, but it is probably
not necessary to use computers to accomplish thOse aims.

6. PREPACKAGED SYSTEMS: AVAILABILITY AND APPLICABILITY (#11)

a. IBM 1500 Instructional System with 32 terminals (although many uses
overload the system with 12-16 simultaneous users). Math drills are
available froni IBM, and various courses from different R&D,projects,
a few of them mentioned in the interpretation for Question #5. Many
of the curriculum packages prepared for the IBM 1500 will be listed
in one of the course abstract files mentioned in Attachment II. The
1500 is research-oriented and relatively expensive per hour of student
use; IBM delivered about 25 systems. A current view of how it might
be adapted for "production teaching" could be obtained from Bunderson
(University of Texas, see Attachment IV).

b. Math drills have been delivered in New York-City Schools using an RCA
70 Instructional System designed to handle about 200 teletype ter-
minals; up to 150 have been serviced simultaneously so far. RCA's
71 Instructional System was just delivered to Waterford Schools in
Pontiac, Michigan, and will support about 50 terminals with audio
playback and visuals projection. Some projects running drill materials
from an RCA 70 have since acquired some number of PDP-8's which can
service 16 to 32 terminals for much less per student hour than the
single large system, in part because the PDP-8 software is set up to
do just the drill format. One such package, prepared by Information
Control Systems, Ann Arbor, is in use in the McComb County SchoUls,
Mississippi.

Other firms offer CAI software for their machines; among them are
Univac Division of Sperry Rand, G.E. (General Electric), Honeywell,
and. Control Data Corporation. Small general-purpose systems with an.
educational orientation.have been offered by Digital Equipment Cor-
poration, Hewlett-Packard, and others.

d. Information about some new systems can be obtained directly from the
designers working at universities and non-profit institutions. H.

Dean Brown, of Stanford Research Institute has described a'single
terminal on a minicomputer which can be used.by more thah one student
at a time (about $15,000 purchase price). Donald Bitzer is construct-
ing for the University of. Illinois a giant system (4,000 terminals or
more) using a large CDC machine; his present operating system is based
on a CDC 1604,

This section -should be filled out and brought up to date, perhaps by 2inni,
StolurOW, or Donio.
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7. IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING (#6)

Some examples in the USA.

The Pennsylvania State University CAI project, in collaboration with
the Pennsylvania State Department of Education, movedan IBM 1500
Instructional System around the Appalachian region of the eastern,
U. S, providing a refresher course in mathematics for teachers.
The equipment spends seven weeks at each site before moving on.
In the fall of 1970 they hope to drive the-same system around in
a van.

A project in Oregon has an IBM 1130 in a truck to bring computing
directly to students as well as the teachers of mathematics.

The Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-8, and others of its size,
have been carried about, with a single typewriter terminal in the
trunk of a car for demonstrations and training..

The INDICOM Project in the Waterford Schools, Pontiac, Michigan, per
haps has done more training of teachers than any other single project.
Each year about 40 teachers in the system work during the summer (and
extra hours during the school year for extra pay) to learn to use
computers for instruction and to prepare computer-based learning
exercises themselves.

b. Potentials.

Presumably remote - access computer systems will distribute the best
self-instruction materials to any part of a country, circumventing
the usual barriers of teacher time, travel, expense of, and limited
availability of master teachers (live), and failure of unsupervised
trainees to follow through with self-instruction booklets.

Effective computer-based learning exercises for in-service teacher
training should be the best means of developing a favorable attitude
among teachers in the field toward the new technology. If they learn
and enjoy and perceive the economies, they will be more likely to
adopt the innovation 'for their own classes.

In-service training might be established by a "bootstrapping"
technique: a few teachers in the first class themselves become
"trainers" under the supervision of the original "trainer," and so
on, spreading out through a school -system.

Problems.

In-service (and pre-service). training, will.not succeed without,a
change in organizations.: crucial factors are the reward system for
teachers, the supervision in the field, and the opportunities for
students to benefit from the individualization achievable through
the new technology.'
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In-service training programs:in the USA rarely shoW measurable'
success. Pre-service training may be a better investment of
limited resources;. classes of the present-teaching force might be
reached directly through improved libraries (learning resource .

centers), special'activities (math,' science, and computer clubs),
and remedial training (community-training centers).

Resistance of practicing teachers (and established administrations)
can be considerable. It may be more practical to begin new institu-
tions, which can incorporate innovations (and promote change through
the entire educational system), than to struggle with existing
institutions.

8. MASS APPLICATIONS CONTRASTED WITH MICRO SYSTEMS (#7)

The responses to question #5 include references to at least three systems
of considerable size, the RCA system for up to 200 simultaneous users
(installed initially in New York City), the IBM Field Engineering System,
and the proposed 4,000 terminal system for the University of Illinois.
Specific implications of these (and applied use of smaller systems) for
a very large-scale effort in the educational system of a. developing country
should be obtained from a consultant given that particular task.

All large-scale systems have been justified for other than the training
or education accomplished. The New York City project (with RCA) is a
pilot experiment to identify the problems and demonstrate the possibilities.

. The IBM Field Engineering operation provides administrative data and more
detailed learner records than possible with the same material in printed
format. Training components of the airline reservation systems concern,.
the very equipment and procedures already in use by the operator day-to
day.

. TRANSFERABILITY OF. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES (#10)

a. Computer language.

Differences in language often have obstructed translation of a procedure,
even from one dialect of Fortran to another. However, this barrier
can be overcome through proper documentation of the procedure, the use `
of meta-compilers and extensible languages, and the separation of the
curriculum information (data file or instruction content) from the
procedure program (presentation strategy). Actually, translation be-
tween languages is the least of the problems of 'transferring learning
exercises from one area and institution to another.

b. Hardware-software configuration (the system).

If the use of one system exploits very lavish display and response
capabilities for the student, translation of programs to lesser systems
requires new judgement.about how best to present a message or accept
a response.
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One system may provide for communication among terminals, attachment,
of special auxiliary equipment, and other functions now ordinarily
available in current instructional systems. Research-oriented
systems should be expected to be in some sense "beyond" the capabili-
ties of operational systems; and, therefore, the most current work
may not be transferable to existing operational systems.

Donio might beasked to develop a detailed statement of translation
problems at the technical level (character codes, control codes,
records formats, data structures, supervisory systems, etc.) with a
reading by Zinn.

c. Substance and procedure.

The crucial factor is acceptability of foreign materials for students,
teachers, parents, etc, The objectives and (in particular) the means
may -need to.be adapted in each new situation. For example, the
critical, questioning attitude developed. with one group of learners

"may not be acceptable in another country--66metimes such differences
account for failure of materials transported from one classroom to
another in the.same-school system!

Accordiniito the assumptions (and related research findings) of in-
structional-technology, one should not expect materials developed for
one group of learners to work for another 'without new trials and per-_
haps revision in each new situation--with each new group of learners.

The difficult problems of translation from one language to another
(e.g., idiom,connotation, and` context) are small whetvcompared with
the problem of translating structural elements and methodological
approaches. .Studies are in process (e,g., one'involving'Canada,
England,.and Japan cdordinated by Unesco)l.and one may hope that
translation from one noirtechnical society to another will encounter
fewer problems than from a. society already compliCated by technology

For some 'disciplines (and for some learners), the construction of a
discipline-oriented system is.practical as a framework in which
educators (including local teachers) build their own lessons, and
students construct exercises and demonstrations for.each other.
Although attractive for'an economically and technologically developed
country which is rich in educational resources, this approach appears
to be of limited use 'in a developing country attempting education re-
form on a large scale.

10. COMPUTERIZATION OF ENTIRE COURSES OR JUST PARTS OF COURSES (#8)

The computer is an expensive page- turner and device-controller. Mott
learners are able to manage individually Aolto effective use of
books, tape recorders, and simple. movie viewersi and these media com-
:prise a large part of an instructional package. . In fact, computer control
has (at least in some exploratory studies) interfered_ with effective
use of essentially non-computer media..
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The computer-based system mar be cost-effective for entire'course pre-,
sentations where high need (e.g., technical and professional training)
combines with learnerdeficiencies (e.g., l.ow motivation, sensory de-
'ficiencies, and conceptual chasms). Of couroe, the computer will
usually be an.artificial aid and should, as part of the training pro-
cedure, be replaced in such cases by factors which will operate for
the handicapped person in the .real world.: sensory feedback ordinarily
available in daily living, motives connected with useful rewards, and
conceptual structures to perform and continue learning without, the
computer crutch.

Although many schemes must exist for identifying courses and particular
'learning exercises where computer contributions may prove significant,
few have been verified or discussed in publications and technical reports.
Zinn uses a checklist in consultation with faculty at his university
.(including items such as 'discipline relevance, procedure base, feedback
required, data base, frequency of revision, alternative means, etc.). An
expert might- be commissioned (see Attachment IV) to review the identifi,-
cation (and development)techniques used by Zinn, Stolurow, Leith,
Silberman, DoniO,. Brawn,. and others and to assemble a composite guide
with interpretations by the indiViduals referenced.

A complete analysis of the computer contribution to entire courses will
include the costs and success of whatever teacher training may be
necessary to support effective use of the computer in separate com-
ponents of a course which might otherwise remain isolated and ineffective.
Effectiveness per unit cost will sometimes be greater if curriculum
components not ordinarily benefiting from computer presentation are
included along with others in a single package so that success of the
total curriculum need not depend on human intervention.

Most full courses deal with substance which is essentially human, or for
which discussion with other persons is a desired end. Therefore, it is
difficult to conceive of situations where entire courses will be pre-
sented entirely by machine without interaction with adults designated
as tutors, discussion leaders, counselors, or teachers. Perhaps sufficient
interaction follows from typical conversations with peers, parents, and
acquaintences. However, the teacher can in some limited sense represent
the outside world in which the learner is expected to use his new knowledge
and skills acquired through interaction with automated, self-instructional
devices.

11. TRAINING FOR TEACHERS IN COURSES ASSISTED BY COMPUTERS (#9)

The training, of course, varies with the approach taken. At one extreme,
the teacher participates in the preparation of the materials and exercises;
and the training problem is pushed back_to:the stage of preparing the
teacher for computer use and curriculum preparation, At the other extreme,
the entire initructional-process is taken over by,the computer and associ-
ated software; and .the manager of the system only needs to keep teachers
and others froth inierfering, Typically, teacher training is a problem
where..cUrriculuMpaCkageS and other aids-Sre introduced into existing
systeMs.
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Part of teacher training for effective computer use should consider,
computers and information sciences in general and in suitable roles
for instructional technology in education.

Probably modification.of the incentive structure within a school will
change the teaching activity and effort of various contributors to
,student learning more than in-service teacher training. Revised salary
structure and perhaps bonuses provide incentives, but released time is
also necessary to allow time to prepare for innovatiorB. At present,
attempts to,innovate usually are penalized by the incentive structure.

12. RESOURCE PERSONNEL (#3)

a. General considerations.

Visiting resource persons who play a significant role in operations
in a Tiers Monde country generally would stay a minimum of one year.
A university professor ordinarily would wish official leave from his
own institution (in order to return after one to three years).. Some
individuals mIght be obtained for an'innovative project through joint
agreements between institutions -,in two different countries.

In addition to professors, an innovative project should tap available
managers and technicians from business and industry and effective
teachers at the "grass roots" level in the educational system of a
technologically developed country.

Probably the system planners and technicians will be found more
readily than those capable of planning and writing new curriculum
materials.

A project cannot count on finding resource persons in sufficient
numbers from other countries, nor can continuity be maintained if
persons from outside frequently rotate through the project. Selection
of a strong skeleton staff and an aggressive training program should
receive immediate attention.

b. Strategy for installation of equipment and systems.

A "leap frog" or "booittrapa" approach can help proliferate effective

innovations. Although the first installation team may depend almost
entirely on expert outsiders, it'should include potential local experts
and participating observers from the next likely site for introduction
of the:technolOgical innovation. The nucleus of an effective instal -
lation team will then move to the next site, with:fewer outsiders
required, and-with participating observers from still other likely

Initial-,training and indoctrination might be at sites of technological
innovation in other countries through internships and other Working.
arrangements. Then.as each new project ina. Tiers Monde country helps
otherS, reliance on.persOnnel from outside the country is diminished.
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Directories.

A directory of persons in the USA could be assembled by Zinn or
Molnar or another expert with broad knowledge of the field and its
personnel. A few very select (and probably short -term) consultants
are suggested in Attachment IV.

13. -ENVIRONMENTAL/ECOLOGICAL FACTORS (#13)

a. Pedagogical.

The computer-based material cannot be introduced as an independent
element of a course; one must consider other components, the context
provided by other courses, and the longer term implications of com-
puter use.

Success of computer components may depend on preparing teachers to
complement and add to the learner's work with the machine.

CAI (in the sense of program-controlled tutorial) appears to be more
likely to be adopted by teachers and students who understand computer
functions and uses, especially in an environment where technology is
uncommon. A general "literacy" with computers_also leads to the
introduction of computers as discipline - relevant tools for learning
and teaching.

b. Man-machine conditions and reactions of users.

Some media and some uses of computers are more prone to rigidity and
to preserving present practices. The report of a Ford Foundation
study on Instructional Television points out the problem of a new
technology only crystalizing what had been done before. Drill and
tutorial modes of computer use are especially susceptible to this
error.

c. Sociological and' anthropological factors.

Significant computer uses should aldo recognize the role of the.:
teacher and parent and peer.: Does the self - study experiende help
the learner to work.more closely with his teacher; is the learner
proud to show this new device to his parents; do,they support him
in its use, etc.?

EffectiVe leadership for imaginative use of technology must be
fostered. The established.authority structure may not, recognize or
accept those reachersMost able to lead. How are innovators to
identify the potential leaders who may be "young mavericks,"'and.
encourage them withoUt seriously'disrUpting the system?

Acceptance of nomputer technology:fOrjearning andimstruction may
be-furthered byifirtt promoting .computer'"literacy" amOngthe
teachersand administrators. .That is, the innovative program Should
include early in its time schedule an introduction to CompUter functions
and uses for all educatots who willmill be involved, especially in an
environment where auchtechnolOgical aids previoUsly:lave not been

Atnown or used.
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Introduction of the computer as an aid in the instructional process
may be most e;:sily.achieved by introducing the computer first as an
aid in the study and practice of the discipline or topic. In other
words, the teacher-scholar might first see the relevance of computers
and information processing in his discipline (or scholarly work in
general), and then more readily accept automated assistance with some
parts of the instructional program.

d.. Linguistic.

Learning and using a computer language may help the same student study
with other "formal" languages (in mathematics and sciences). The
computer can be used by a learner to test his understanding of lan-
guage and procedure in various disciplines.

Working within the constraints of a computer language may help a
student to understand the nature of "natural" languages and to
appreciate the need for them in spite-of ambiguity and indefiniteness.

Educational psychology and child development.

Computer technology should help rather thanhinder those who wish to
attend to the diverse needs of individual children. However, when
technology is misapplied, it may produce undue attention for fact,
instead of process, group norm instead of individual achievement, and
omnipotence of machines instead of an improved view of self.

f. Administration.

For all the advantages of-the systeMs approach to administration and
planning, the label .has:been misapplied, at times; to justify. an
overly rigid scheme for management, covered by an elegant and logictl
statement of goals and procedures, SoMetimes the casual even "sloppy"
application of systems' principles,prOve4more adaptable to..locai
situations and more effectlVe for local administrators.

14. TIMING FOR INITIATION OF A PILOT PROJECT (#14)

The state of instructional-technology and computers, the problems of
education,. and the impact of computers on society are such that the
initiation of pilot projects is quite desirable.

Conditions for initiation of a project in a particular country are
given in general in theguidelines, and in particular in the statement
about the proposed project in Spain. Both these documents have been
provided separately.


